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cannot be amassed to a single module. Such snippets tend to be scattered across multiple modules defying the 
definition of a module to be independent, in Aspect Oriented Software Development (AOSD) community such 
a context is termed as Crosscutting Concerns (CC) [1]. OOP that supports a huge dictionary of functionalities 
does not have a solution of its own to deal with the named scenario of CC, it is advent that respective 
programming paradigm was not developed considering the CC problem.  Modules such as security 
management, session tracking, session expiry, logging, tracing and profiling are affected by such a problem. 
Consequences following the CC context are redundant, unreasonable, update anomaly, inefficient, scattered 
and tangled code. AOP is a solution to the former problem by allowing a way to cluster such code snippets to 
a modularized unit called Aspect [2] .An aspect is a functional unit that is used for incorporating crosscutting 
code to a single module [3,4]. AOP is not a replacement to OOP as it does not enhance the functionality 
prospect of the one given through the later but provides an ideal modularization by eliminating CC in form of 
Aspects hence the former stands as an extension to the later [2, 3].  
Distributed system is a software system that interacts and coordinates between components spread across 
the network to achieve the desired result. Such interaction between components essentially modules are 
realized through RPC. RPC is a methodology to invoke remote procedures without hard coding the details of 
interaction and invocation of the remote procedure is carried out as if the procedure was locally available in 
the same program. Java version of RPC is called as RMI. RMI supports only native Java invocation for 
availing programming independent interactions another technology named CORBA is used. For example 
through CORBA a Java procedure can make a RPC type invocation to a C++ procedure. Another technology 
highly advertised for developing distributed system is WS based upon SOA. The fetal effect of CC in OOP is 
also inherited to RMI CORBA and WS. Hence in our approach we present a cleaner modularization through 
weaving aspects with RMI CORBA and WS [5, 6]. 
1. Research Challenges 
a. Firstly, removing CC by clustering it into a single unit named Aspect. 
b. Secondly, Implementation and comparison of the three major de facto’s in the field of distributed systems 
RMI, CORBA and WS. 
The rest of the paper is organized as Section II discusses the implementation techniques for Aspectized 
CORBA followed by implementation of Aspectized WS in Section III and Section IV gives a tabular 
comparison of Aspectized Distributed Objects and Aspectized Web Service behavior followed by conclusion 
in section V.  
2. ASPECTIZED CORBA.
In our previous research [8], we presented a brief introduction to aspect and Aspectized RMI 
implementation. So we extend our research through aspectizing  CORBA and WS .In CORBA [7, 12] an 
Interface is written in Interface Definition Language (IDL) this particular interface is compiled to an Object 
Oriented Language specific code that consists of stub and skeleton that communicate with each other through 
Object adapter. Object adapter performs binding and polymorphism. It simplifies the task of ORB by assisting 
an ORB in delivering a client request to an object implementation. Once ORB has the client’s request, it 
locates appropriate object adapter associated to the object and forwards the request to it. Adapter interacts with 
the object implementation’s skeleton, that performs marshalling and invocation of relevant instance method. 
2.1 Steps to develop an Aspectized CORBA Implementation with reference to our basis application [7] 
STEP 1 Create an interface in IDL, In our implementation the interface is HealthCareA it declares three 
methods estConnection(), getPatientInfo() and shutdown().
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Fig. 1 Class Diagram of Aspectized CORBA Implementation 
a) HealthCareOperations 
x It is the interface that contains all the procedures/modules declared in the original HealthCareA.idl
interface i.e. java specific declaration of methods estConnection(), getPatientInfo() and shutdown().
b) HealthCare
x It is the interface that contains the characteristics of HealthCareOperations, and CORBA specific 
interfaces such as org.omg.CORBA.Object and org.omg.CORBA.portable.IDLEntity.
c) HealthCareHolder 
x It is used to hold the reference to an object that implements HealthCare Interface
x This class is used to handle an out or an inout parameter in IDL in Java Syntax.
x In an IDL, a parameter may be declared to be out if it is an output argument and inout if the 
parameter contains an input values as well as carries an output values.
d) HealthCarePOA
x Portable Object Adapter (POA) is a type of object adapter that facilitates an object implementation 
to communicate with different ORB.
x This Java class is the skeleton, server side proxy combined with portable object adapter.
x It extends org.omg.PortableServer.Servant and implements HealthCareOperations, and 
org.omg.CORBA.portable.InvokHandler as shown in class diagram Fig 1.
e) HealthCareStub
x At the server side two classes must be provided the Servant and the Server. Former class is named
HealthCareImpl and later as HealthCareServer. 
x Servant class is the implementation of the HealthCareA IDL interface and hence extends 
HealthCarePOA and overrides the methods. 
f) LogAspect
x It declares a pointcut named publicMethodExcecution() that represents any public method irrespective 
of return type, method name and parameter list. 
x Defining two advices before() and around() on the same pointcut publicMethodExecution().
x before() advice logs in the current executing method through thisJoinPoint.getSignature() and Aspect 
location that is executed during the method invocation through this keyword.
x around() advice logs in the amount of time in nanoseconds required by a method to execute.
3. ASPECTIZED WEB SERVICE 
Web service is based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [8]. The messaging design patterns [9, 10, 11.] 
allow the interchange of information by exchanging messages between components and applications.  In our 
implementation of web service the server side program is HealthCareWebServiceServer.java and associated 
aspect along with it named LogAspect.aj, LogAspect is similar to the one discussed in Aspectized CORBA 
used for aspectizing the logging CC. 
3.1 Steps to develop an Aspectized Web Service [8] 
STEP 1 Create a base class. We have developed a class named HealthCareWebServiceServer along with an 
aspect LogAspect. Former consists of two methods estConnection(),getPatientInfo() and execute()
while the later is similar to the one in CORBA implementation. refer the class diagram shown in Fig 2. 
STEP 2 Publish this service in Universal Discovery Discription and Integration (UDDI) for this purpose we 
used Apache Axis 2 as a registry of web service realizing the SOA architecture [8]. The UDDI holds 
the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) that contains all the vital configuration details, 
protocol and location of the web service so that such a web service could be invoked by the client. 
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5. Conclusion 
This paper presented an Aspect Oriented Programming based implementation approach for comparing 
distributed technologies and web services. It is observed that level of interoperability is best in case of Web 
Services based distributed communications. The Web Services as middleware support in Services Oriented 
Architecture provides end to end solution.  
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